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Tea Party

One afternoon, two best friends named Jenna and Sasha were having a tea party. This tea party was at Jenna's

Noun . They were wearing pink and purple Adjective dresses and making REAL tea and cookies

! First, they got the tea party set and made up the Noun . Jenna's mom asked the girls to get the cookie

dough as she told them about cooking the cookies. She said that the Noun had to be 350 degrees so that

the chocolate chunks in the cookies would get soft then Verb - Past Participle . The girls got a cookie tray

from the cabinet, and Jenna's mom let them Verb all of the cookies. After they were done forming them

and placing them on the tray, Jenna's mom Verb - Past Tense them in the Noun so that they could

cook. She didn't want the girls to get Verb - Past Participle from the heat. Sasha read the package

Noun - Plural , and the cooking time was 12-15 minutes. After the timer was set, it was time to make the

tea. Jenna's mom had helped her make real tea before, but this was a first for Sasha, and Jenna was going to be

her Noun . Jenna's mom got the Noun - Plural because they were Adjective . Jenna's mom

heated up the Noun on the stove top, so that they could make the Noun . She told them that the

water had to be Verb - Present Tense so the tea would make correctly, and to be boiling, the Noun

had to be at Number Fahrenheit. Proper Noun got the Adjective cubes, while Sasha got the

Noun - Plural . She brought the hot tea Noun over to the table and set it on a hot pad so the table

wasn't Verb - Past Participle . The girls picked the Noun they wanted and put it in their cup. Jenna

told Sasha to keep the Noun hanging over the edge of the Noun , so it could be taken out later.

Jenna's mom got a hold of the tea pot Noun , and poured the boiling water into their cups. Sasha got the

Adjective



bowl and put Number cubes in her tea, before passing it to Proper Noun . After Jenna put her

cubes in her tea cup, she grabbed her Noun and he mom said the Verb - Base Form it until she

couldn't see any more sugar. While she was taking the cookies out of the oven, Jenna's mom explained to Sasha

that she needed to stir the sugar while the tea was still Adjective . More Noun dissolves in

Adjective water than Adjective water, so that is why you must hurry and stir your tea. However,

by this time, Sasha was paying attention to Jenna's mom rather than Verb - Present Tense the sugar into her

tea, so her tea had Verb - Past Participle off to where the sugar couldn't dissolve as much. Sasha didn't notice

this until she had taken a sip of her tea. It wasn't as Adjective as Jenna's tea. Sasha asked Jenna's mom

why her tea wasn't as sweet. Jenna's mom saw that there was still Noun at the Noun of her

teacup; it had cooled off while she was giving instructions. Sasha placed her teacup into the Noun so

that the tea could warm up. When she took it out and began to stir, the sugar dissolved quickly because of the

Adjective water. The Noun - Plural ate their cookies and drank their sweet tea. Sasha learned that

sugar Noun - Plural into hot water Adverb - Comparative than cold; therefore, she now knows how to

make Adjective tea sweet. Ending
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